Greetings from the UNA Department of English,

Fall 2015 is off to a productive start in the English Department, and we are looking forward to a year of change and growth. Language that does not change dies, and so too will programs die that do not change to meet the needs of our world. We are excited to share some of the Department’s recent curriculum additions and changes with you in the “Curriculum Matters” section of this newsletter.

The past couple of years have seen almost as much change in faculty as curriculum. A number of our faculty have retired, but their leaving is bittersweet as we’ve been able to welcome some impressive new faculty members into our fold. Last year Dr. Matt Duques (American Literature) and Dr. Brenna Wardell (Film Studies) joined our faculty, and they have brought innovative ideas to their respective areas of study. Dr. Katie Owens-Murphy joined the English faculty this year, and you can learn more about her in an interview on page 2.

We are doing a lot of looking toward the future, but the English Department is also working hard to remember our past and honor the people who have given it such a rich history. One way we are doing this is by trying to maintain better and more frequent contact with our alumni through email, Facebook, and social events like our Homecoming Breakfast. We would love to highlight English alums in this newsletter as well as share what is going on in your lives, so please keep in touch with us by mailing your news to engl@una.edu. We may be contacting you soon to share your stories in a newsletter profile!

I hope you enjoy reading about the English Department in the following pages!

From the Chair  
Cynthia Burkhead

Curriculum Matters

Our programs have changed a lot in the past two years, and we’re just now getting the news out about some of those changes. One of our most successful additions has been the HCIUX (Human Computer Interaction/User Experience) minor. Along with four other departments at UNA, the English Department created this minor to address a request by Northrop Grumman, and we’ve already had our minors find success through internships and employment with the global security company.

We’ve also added a minor in Applied Linguistics, which is an attractive option for many majors including Foreign Languages. Students with this minor who complete one additional course can also earn their TESOL Certificate, qualifying them to teach English in other countries. In the past our students wanting this teaching certificate have had to go to other schools or earn the credential online. Now students earning the minor/certificate can be prepared for overseas adventures the moment they graduate!

There are some exciting curriculum changes on the horizon. Last year our British literature faculty updated and revamped their courses, and this year our American Literature faculty are busy doing the same. Our most exciting news should come in the following months, but for now a hint – it has to do with graduate writing studies!

Many of our curriculum changes occur after hearing from our majors and alumni about courses and programs they would like to see developed. Please continue sharing your ideas with us, and we will continue building one of the best English programs around.

Footnotes

T H E  D E P A R T M E N T  O F  E N G L I S H

Fall 2015
New Faculty—Dr. Katie Owens-Murphy

Have you encountered any culture shock since moving to the south?

I've never been called "ma'am" so much in my life. It seems terribly formal! I'm also taken aback every time I see a Confederate flag hanging out of the back of a pickup bed. Other than that, the shocks have been more like pleasant surprises. People here are very kind and polite, and very generous with their time and conversation. The Shoals region is also astoundingly rich in terms of its background. I find myself incorporating local history into my classroom on a regular basis. Several weeks back, the archivist from the public library led my graduate class on a walking tour of Florence's Civil War sites. Students in my early American literature survey visited Tom's Wall for extra credit during our unit on Indian Removal. I look forward to taking them to TVA sites during courses on American modernism. Everywhere you turn, there seems to be a historical marker. This place is lousy with history, which is a dream for a scholar and teacher of American literature and culture.

Has anything you've experienced at UNA surprised you?

I'm still trying to wrap my mind around that lion exhibit. My toddler calls it "the zoo." This campus is just exquisite. One of the most beautiful college campuses I've ever seen. It's a real pleasure to come to work here every day. I'm a sucker for aesthetics.

What area of your research is most exciting for you?

When I was finishing my doctorate in Pennsylvania, I began volunteer-teaching in prisons, and now I am fascinated by the penal system, which has become one of my favorite areas of teaching and research. I spend a lot of my time reading prisoners' accounts of their experiences under incarceration across a range of genres-- poetry, memoirs, letters, even music. Prison literature is emotionally challenging, but it is also very rewarding. It has made me much more politically and socially conscious in many different directions: more skeptical of government, law, and its institutions, and also more sensitive to issues of race, class, and social justice. I have also become interested in programs such as "Inside-Out" that link higher education to prisons. I hope to foster some of those connections here at UNA.

Retirements

Over the past two years, a number of our faculty have given up the red pen in favor of retirement. Dr. Jim Riser, who joined the faculty at UNA in 1986 and who served as Graduate Coordinator since the creation of the MA in English, retired in June, 2014. Dr. Larry Adams, English Department Chair from 2011-2014, officially retired in August, 2014 after 20 years of teaching, but continued to teach another year in order to endow a graduate research assistantship; a deserving graduate student will be awarded the assistantship beginning in Fall, 2016. After 25 years of teaching service, Dr. Lisa Minor retired this July, but lucky for us, Dr. Minor will continue to teach part-time through the 2016-17. The Department of English is grateful for the many contributions made by these amazing faculty members.

“A reader lives a thousand lives before he dies, said Jojen. The man who never reads lives only once.” - George R.R. Martin, A Dance with Dragons
Robert met with Dr. Peterson’s Shakespeare students, then gave an evening lecture on “How I Learned to Think Like an Elizabethan.” On Friday, he spent time with the acting students in the Theatre Department critiquing monologues, and he attended their performance of Medea that evening. His visit was topped off by a visit to the Renaissance Faire.

The department has been working toward gathering alumni information, and we’ve unearthed some great department history in the process. We’ve also located and reached out to a number of alumni from as far back as the 1950s. One of those alums is Robert Scogin, class of 1960, who after graduating from UNA went on to a successful career as a stage actor and is now Artistic Director of Shaw Chicago Theatre. In October, the generosity of the Albert S. Johnston, Jr. Endowment allowed us to bring Robert back to UNA for three days of Shakespeare related activities. On Thursday, October 22, Robert met with Dr. Peterson’s Shakespeare students, then gave an evening lecture on “How I Learned to Think Like an Elizabethan.” On Friday, he spent time with the acting students in the Theatre Department critiquing monologues, and he attended their performance of Medea that evening. His visit was topped off by a visit to the Renaissance Faire. The English Department was fortunate to have the opportunity to reconnect with such a talented and successful alum, and we look forward to building a tradition of Alumni Spotlight Events in the future.
Under the direction of English Instructors Alaina Patterson and Latasha Howell, the UNA Chapter of Sigma Tau Delta continues to honor the success in English of UNA students, both majors and non-majors. This photo was taken at last spring’s induction into the international English Honor Society.

Three of our graduate students completed requirements and were awarded their MA in English in May. Katie Todd wrote her thesis on elements of the grotesque in Flannery O’Connor’s work, Alliyah Finley successfully passed comprehensive exams in British Literature, and Allison Wakelin completed her thesis on the Anti-Tales of Nineteenth Century American Literature.

On November 5, Dr. Cheryl Blake Price gave a lecture at the Florence-Lauderdale Public Library on *Alice in Wonderland* in the context of Victorian Culture. The invited lecture commemorated the 150th Anniversary of Charles Dodgson’s novel.